Photo Instructions
Please send us a digital photo of yourself in a .jpg format

Send to: kkirby@csuchico.edu

In the subject line please write: last name, first name-photo (e.g. smith,jane-photo)
Your photo will be sent to your placement site, where they are frequently posted on a bulletin board to announce your arrival to other staff. If housing is needed during your placement, we will send a copy to your housing provider as a way of introduction.

REMEMBER - "A picture speaks a thousand words"

- Dress modestly and with good taste. Avoid tank tops, t-shirts, and revealing attire.

- Keep in mind the importance of that first impression and submit quality, smart photos.

- Presenting yourself neatly groomed and with a smile will make a favorable impression with staff, even before you’ve arrived.

- Be sure your photo is in-focus.

- We realize that your pets are cute and your friends are important to you, but in this particular case, we need a picture of you alone.